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Programme 
08:00 - 08:25 Makoto Hosono (Osaka-Sayama, Japan / JSNM): Recent Efforts to Expand Radionuclide 

Therapy from Beta to Alpha in Japan  

08:25 - 08:45 Yukie Yoshii (Chiba, Japan / JSNM): Cu-64 Theranostics - From Basic to Clinical Trial  

08:45 - 09:05 Karolien Goffin (Leuven, Belgium): PRLT in Prostate Cancer - The Vision Results and After  

09:05 - 09:27 Alexandre Lugat (Nantes, France): Potential Interest of Alpha-Particle Therapy in 
Neuroendocrine Tumours 

09:27 - 09:30 Session Summary by Chairperson  

 

Educational Objectives 
1. Obstacles and effort to expand advanced alpha therapy in Japan 
2. Non-beta/non-alpha tracer as a frontier for radionuclide therapy. 
3. Presentation of the Vision phase III results and perspectives with PRLT in prostate cancer 
4. Potential advantages of alpha-particle therapy in NET over beta-therapy? 
 

Summary 
In the last years, radionuclide therapy has seen significant growth, especially using theranostics 
approaches including a phenotypic imaging phase to select patients before the therapeutic phase.  

Treatment of neuroendocrine tumors (NET), for instance, has radically improved with the accessibility of 
peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) with beta-emitters following the NETTER-1 phase III study 
which demonstrated benefits in terms of progression-free survival. Although, most of patients currently 
treated with PRRT only achieved a tumor stabilization. As some pre-clinical studies suggested the 
advantages of alpha-particle therapy in NET and recent clinical results demonstrated its efficacy in 
patients refractory or unsuitable to beta-therapy, alpha-particle therapy of NET could be the next 
promising treatment in this rare disease. 
Radionuclide therapy also showed efficacy in other tumors in particular a very frequent cancer, prostate 
cancer, with psma ligands (PRLT). Recently the Vision phase III study demonstrated improvement of 
overall survival in refractory prostate cancer patients and PRLT will be probably transfer in clinical 



 

practice in prostate cancer patients. Moreover, numerous clinical trials are ongoing assessing psma 
ligands labelled with beta-emitter 177Lu and also with alpha-emitters.  

Although the situation of radionuclide therapy in Japan is much more challenging than that in Europe, 
many efforts are being made to expand the frontiers of radionuclide therapy. Recently, Lu-177 therapy 
for NET became available in Japan, and many efforts to develop new alpha-particle therapy such as 
Astatine-211 labelled tracers is ongoing. Due to very limited availability of alpha-particle emitters in 
Japan, development of other therapeutic tracers such as the Copper-64 have been also tried and Phase-I 
clinical trials have been initiated. 
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